In Prz91], Przymusinski introduced the partial (or 3-valued) stable model semantics which extends the (2-valued) stable model semantics dened originally by Gelfond and Lifschitz GL88]. In this paper we describe a procedure to compute the collection of all partial stable models of an extended disjunctive logic program. This procedure consists in transforming an extended disjunctive logic program into a constrained disjunctive program free of negation-by-default whose set of 2-valued minimal models corresponds to the set of partial stable models of the original program.
Introduction
The partial (or 3-valued) stable model semantics de ned by Przymusinski in Prz91] is a three-valued semantics for the class of extended disjunctive logic programs (edlps). This class of programs consists of disjunctive logic programs that may contain two kinds of negations: negation-by-default and explicit negation. The de nition of this semantics extends the (2-valued) stable model semantics given by Gelfond and Lifschitz ( GL88] ) to the 3-valued disjunctive case.
The original de nitions of both the 2-valued and the 3-valued stable model semantics are not constructive. They give criteria to check whether or not a given model of the program is (partial) stable. Some procedures to compute the 2-valued stable model semantics of disjunctive logic programs have been described ( BNNS93, FLMS93, IKH92] ).
The purpose of this paper is to provide a procedure that constructs the collection of 3-valued stable models of any edlp. To prove that our procedure is correct, we introduce a new characterization of the partial stable model semantics in terms of well-supported 3-valued models of edlps. The notion of well-supported 2-valued models was introduced by Fages ( Fag91] ) for the class of de nite normal programs. Here we extend that notion to edlps and to the 3-valued case. As stated by Fages, well-supported models are supported models with loop-free nite justi cations. We show that the notions of partial stability and 3-valued well-supportedness are equivalent. This result generalizes Fages work to the 3-valued disjunctive framework. To prove this characterization, we introduce a xpoint operator that computes the minimal (with respect to the truth ordering) 3-valued models of an edlp free of negation-by-default.
It is worth noticing that even for the propositional case, the problem of constructing the collection of partial stable models of an edlp is not tractable. 1 This is a consequence of the fact that skeptical reasoning in this semantics (i.e. determining if a literal is true in every partial stable model of the program) is P 2 {complete (see EG93] ).
Our construction of the collection of partial stable models of a given edlp P is as follows: rst P is translated into a new constrained edlp, called P 3S , free of negation-by-default whose syntax captures the well-supported semantics of P, in the sense that P 3S contains clauses stating explicitly when there is support for an atom to be true, false or unknown. Furthermore, constraints appearing in the clauses are used to guarantee that those supports are loopfree. Subsequently, the minimal 2-valued models of P 3S are computed. These models, when translated to the language of P, are precisely the well-supported (and hence the partial stable) models of P.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents background on the partial stable model semantics needed in the following sections. Section 3 provides both a characterization of partial stable models as well-supported 3-valued models and a xpoint operator that computes the minimal (with respect to the truth ordering) 3-valued models of edlps free of negation-by-default. Section 4 is concerned with the computation of the 3-valued stable models of an edlp. We introduce a transformation, called the 3S{transformation, that, given an edlp P, computes a constrained edlp P 3S . We prove that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the minimal 2-valued models of P 3S and the 3-valued well-supported models (and consequently the 3-valued stable models) of the original program. An algorithm to compute the minimal 2-valued models of P 3S is given in section 4.2. In section 5 we draw some conclusions.
Background
Classical logic assumes that the truth value of every sentence is either true or false. 3-valued semantics allow the additional possibility that the truth value of a statement is unknown. In this section we make precise what an edlp is and de ne the notions of 3-valued interpretation and 3-valued model of an edlp. We describe alternative orderings on the three truth values and study the orderings among 3-valued interpretations that they induce. Finally, the set of 3-valued stable models of an edlp is de ned.
De nition 2.1 (Extended disjunctive logic programs) Let L denote a rst order language.
1. An extended disjunctive clause is a clause of the form: l 0 _ : : : _ l k l k+1 ; : : :; l m ; not l m+1 ; : : :; not l n where 0 k m n and the l's are literals (i.e. atoms and explicitly negated atoms) in the language L and not is the negation-by-default operator.
2. An extended disjunctive logic program (edlp) is a set of extended disjunctive
clauses. In what follows we sometimes abbreviate an extended disjunctive clause of the form l 0 _ : : : _ l k l k+1 ; : : :; l m ; not l m+1 ; : : :; not l n as H B where H = l 0 _ : : : _ l k and B = l k+1 ; : : :; l m ; not l m+1 ; : : :; not l n .
Since an edlp is equivalent to the set of all its ground instances, we consider here only propositional edlps, and so the language L is just a set of propositional symbols. We require that L contain special propositions t, f and u, that are intended to denote true, false and unknown, respectively.
Minker and Ruiz ( MR93, MR94]) give techniques to obtain the semantics of an edlp in term of the semantics of a corresponding edlp free of explicit negation. Therefore, without loss of generality we consider in the sequel only programs free of explicit negation. With this in mind, we say that an edlp is positive when it is free of negation-by-default. t u f t t u f u u u f f f f f _ t u f t t t t u t u u f t u f a t u f not a f u t 3. The truth value of a sentence ' with respect to an interpretation I is denoted by V I ('). 4. I u denotes L ? (I + I ? ), i.e., the set of propositions that are unknown in I.
Based on the orderings on truth values given before, the 3-valued interpretations can be ordered in the following ways.
De nition 2.4 (Orderings among 3-valued interpretations) Let P be an edlp. Given two 3-valued interpretations I = hI + ; I ? i and J = hJ + ; J ? i, the following are two possible ways of ordering I and J: As usual, a model of an edlp is an interpretation that satis es all the clauses of the program.
De nition 2.5 (3-valued (minimal) models) Let P be an edlp.
1. A 3-valued interpretation M is a 3-valued model of P if for every clause
2. M is said to be a t -minimal (respectively k -minimal) 3-valued model of P if there is no 3-valued model N of P such that N 6 = M and N t M (respectively N k M). A semantics of an edlp is captured by a subcollection of its set of models. In particular, the 3-valued stable model semantics of an edlp is given by the set of its 3-valued stable models as de ned below.
De nition 2.6 (3-valued (or Partial) Stable Model Prz91]) Let P be an edlp and let M be any 3-valued model of P.
1. The Gelfond{Lifschitz transformation P M of P with respect to M is the edlp free of negation-by-default obtained by replacing in every clause of P all negated-by-default premises l = not c which are true (respectively unknown; respectively false) in M by the proposition t (respectively u; respectively f).
2. M is a 3-valued (or partial) stable model of P if M is a t -minimal model of P M . Given an edlp P, Przymusinski proved the following relationships among the collections of partial stable models 3-STABLE(P ), stable models 2-STABLE(P ) and the well-founded model WFS(P ) of P.
Proposition 2.1 ( Prz91])
Let P be an edlp and let M be a 3-valued model of P.
1. If M 2 3-STABLE(P ) then M is a t -minimal 3-valued model of P. 2. If M 2 2-STABLE(P ) then M 2 3-STABLE(P ). 3. If P is a normal logic program and M =WFS(P) then M 2 3-STABLE(P ).
In addition, M is k -minimal among the partial stable models of P, i.e. for all N 2 3-STABLE(P ), M k N.
Notice that the notion of partial stability is de ned using the truth ordering t , and henceforth we consider only this ordering.
Characterization of Partial Stable Models of edlps
In this section we prove a new characterization of the partial stable model semantics in terms of well-supported 3-valued models of edlps. As stated in the introduction, the notion of well-supported 2-valued models was introduce by Fages ( Fag91] ) for the class of normal logic programs. In section 3.2 we summarize the relevant de nitions in Fag91] and extend that notion to edlps and to the 3-valued case. We show that the notions of partial stability and 3-valued well-supportedness are equivalent. The proof of this characterization is based in the existence of a xpoint operator that computes the t -minimal 3-valued models of a positive edlp. We introduce such an operator in section 3.1.
Computing Minimal Partial Models of Positive edlps
We de ne a xpoint operatorT P which computes the 3-valued t -minimal models of an edlp free of negation-by-default P. It is worth noticing that the Fitting immediate consequence operator ( Fit85] ) for the 3-valued case computes the k -minimal models of P and so a di erent operator is needed to compute with respect to the truth ordering t .
De nition 3.1 (hDom; t i) 1 the order t on interpretations is extended to Dom as follows: Given two canonical sets of interpretations I; J 2 Dom, I t J i for all J 2 J there exists I 2 I such that I t J. Given a set of interpretations I we de ne min(I) as the subset of I containing just the t -minimal 3-valued interpretations in I. Notice that min(I) is a canonical set of interpretations.
It is straightforward to check that hDom; t i is a lower semi-lattice whose bottom element is ?=hftg; L?ft; ugi, whose top element is >=hL?ff; ug; ffgi and where the greatest lower bound (glb) of a collection X of canonical sets of interpretations is given by: glb(X)= min( X).
De nition 3.2 (T P operator) Let In any of these three cases, either I 0 2 T P (I; C) or there is some I 00 2 T P (I; C) such that I 00 t I 0 t J 0 .
De nition 3.3 (T P operator) Let P be an edlp free of negation-by-default and let fC 1 ; : : :; C n g, for some n 0, be the set of clauses in P. The operatorT P on hDom; t i is de ned as follows: Given a canonical set of interpretations I 0 , consider the sequence of canonical sets of interpretations hI 0 ; : : :I n i, de ned inductively by:
thenT P (I 0 ) = I n .
Proposition 3.1 T P is monotonic on hDom; t i. Proof: Given I; J 2 Dom, it is enough to show that I t J implies that min S I2I T P (I; C)] t min S J2J T P (J; C)] for every clause C in P. Assume I t J and let J 0 2 min S J2J T P (J; C)]. Then J 0 2 T P (J; C) for some J 2 J . By hypothesis, there is some I 2 I such that I t J. By Lemma 3.1, T P (I; C) t T P (J; C) and therefore there is some I 0 2 T P (I; C) such that I 0 t J 0 . Since I 0 2 S I2I T P (I; C) then there is some I 00 2 min S I2I T P (I; C)] for which I 00 t I 0 t J 0 .
Lemma 3.2 Let P be an edlp, M a 3-valued model of P and I a canonical set of interpretations. For every clause C 2 P, if I t fMg then min S I2I T P (I; C)] t fMg. Proof: Let C = a 1 _: : :_a k B. Assume that I t fMg and let I 2 I such that I t M. In any of these three cases I 0 2 S I2I T P (I; C). Therefore, there is some I 00 2 min S I2I T P (I; C)] such that I 00 t I 0 t M.
Since the operatorT P is monotonic on the lower semi-lattice hDom; t i, then it has a least xed point on the semi-lattice. Furthermore this least xed point is given byT P " 1 (?). The following result shows that this least xed point consists of the set of t -minimal 3-valued models of P.
Theorem 3.3 T P " 1 (?) is the canonical set of t -minimal 3-valued models of P. Proof: By construction, every I 2T P " 1 (?) satis es all the clauses in P and therefore I is a 3-valued model of P. Now, let M be a 3-valued model of P. Since ? t M, a simple induction together with Lemma 3.2 shows that T P " 1 (?) M. Hence, there exists a 3-valued model M 0 2T P " 1 (?) such that M 0 M. This implies that if M is a t -minimal 3-valued model of P then M 2T P " 1 (?). In other words,T P " 1 (?) contains all the t -minimal 3-valued models of P. SinceT P " 1 (?) is a canonical set of interpretations,T P " 1 (?) cannot contain any other model of P. HenceT P " 1 (?) contains precisely the t -minimal 3-valued models of P.
Example 3.1 Consider the following positive edlp P.
T P (?; C 1 ) = fI 1 = ?g = I 1 T P (I 1 ; C 2 ) = fI 2 = hft; dg; ff; a; b;cgig = I 2 T P (I 2 ; C 3 ) = fI 3 = hft; dg; ff; a; bgig = I 3 So,T P (?) = I 3 .
T P " 2 (?) : T P (I 3 ; C 1 ) = fI 4 = hft; dg; ff; agi; I 5 = hft; dg; ff; bgig = I 4 T P (I 4 ; C 2 ) = fI 4 g T P (I 5 ; C 2 ) = fI 5 g T P (I 4 ; C 3 ) = fI 4 g T P (I 5 ; C 3 ) = fI 5 g So,T P " 2 (?) = I 4 .
T P " 3 (?)=T P " 2 (?) = I 4 .
Hence P has two t -minimal 3-valued models, namely I 4 and I 5 .
As shown in Theorem 3.3,T P " 1 (?) is the set of t -minimal 3-valued models of P. Therefore the least xed point ofT P is independent of the ordering of the clauses in the program.
Finally, we point out that for a positive edlp P in which the proposition u does not appear,T P " 1 (?) consists of the set of minimal (2-valued) models of P, and so, for this case the least xed point ofT P coincides with the least xed point of the Minker/Rajasekar xpoint operator ( MR90]).
Well-Supported 3-valued Models
We start this section by brie y surveying the de nition of 2-valued well-supported models given by Fages Fag91] and his characterization of the 2-valued stable model semantics. Then we introduce our extended de nition and characterization for the disjunctive 3-valued case. Let P be a normal logic program and let M be a Herbrand interpretation of P. Then, M is a stable model of P i M is a well-supported model of P.
Condition 2 guarantees that C is a support for a to be true. Condition 1 guarantees that this support is loop-free, that is, the justi cations for the b's to be true do not depend on the fact that a is true. We extend those conditions to disjunctive clauses.
De nition 3.5 (Well-supported 3-valued interpretations)
A Herbrand 3-valued interpretation I is a well-supported 3-valued interpretation of an edlp P i there exists a strict well-founded partial ordering < on I + I u such that for any a 2 I + I u there is a ground instance of a clause C = a _ a The 3-valued well-supported models of an edlp P are exactly the 3-valued stable models of the program as the following theorem shows. The proof of this result is based on the fact that a 3-valued stable model M of P is a t -minimal 3-valued model of P M and therefore it can be constructed using the xpoint operatorT P M de ned in section 3.1 whose iterations provide a well-founded order on M + M u .
Theorem 3.5
Let P be an edlpand let M be a 3-valued interpretation of P. Then, M is a 3-valued stable model of P i M is a well-supported 3-valued model of P.
Proof: \)" Let C 0 ; : : :; C n?1 list all the clauses in P. If M is a 3-valued stable model of P then M is a t -minimal 3-valued model of P M . Then M can be rebuilt using the xpoint operatorT P M . Let be the smallest ordinal for 
Computing Partial Stable Models of edlps
This section is concerned with the computation of the 3-valued stable models of an edlp. We introduce a transformation, called the 3S{transformation, that, given an edlp P, computes a new edlp P 3S free of negation-by-default whose set of minimal 2-valued models corresponds to the 3-valued stable models of the original program. An algorithm to compute the minimal 2-valued models of an edlp free of negation-by-default is given in section 4.2.
The 3S{transformation
Given an edlp P, the 3S{transformation performs case analysis to construct all potential justi cations or supports for a proposition to be true, false or unknown. Those justi cations are written as constrained clauses and collected to form a positive edlp called P 3S . The constraints ensure that the justi cations are loop-free. P 3S is written in a richer languageL which is obtained by adding to L new propositional symbols ua and na for each propositional symbol a 2 L.
Intuitively, a will be understood as a is true, ua as a is unknown and na as a is false.
De nition 4.1 (Extended languageL) Let L be a propositional language. L is extended to the propositional languagê L = fa; ua; naja 2 Lg.
We introduce operators T ; F and U which, applied to a sentence in the language L, produce sets of all possible justi cations in the expanded languagê L under which the given sentence is true, false or unknown respectively. In other words, a sentence ' is true (resp. false, resp. unknown) if and only if at least one of the supporting sentences in T (') (resp. F('), resp. U(')) holds.
In what follows we inductively de ne these operators.
De nition 4.2 (Operators T ; F and U on normal literals) Let a 2 L. The operators T ; F and U are de ned on a and on not a as follows:
T (a) = fag T (not a) = fnag U(a) = fuag U(not a) = fuag F(a) = fnag F(not a) = fag A disjunction of propositions H = a 1 _ : : : _ a k , is true when at least one of the propositions a 1 ; : : :; a k is true; false when all these propositions are false and unknown when at least one of these propositions is unknown and the remaining ones are either unknown or false. We codify all possibilities under which H is unknown by using k-tuples of 0's and 1's that contain at least one 1. which state that the only justi cation for a to be true is that b be true and c be false simultaneously. There are two supports for a to be false, namely b is false or c is true. All the remaining possibilities support a to be unknown.
We apply now case analysis to construct all possible justi cations of a proposition a with respect to a program P. Consider the set of all clauses de ning a in P (i.e. the set of clauses containing a in their heads). With respect to a well-supported 3-valued model of P, a is true when at least one of these clauses supports a to be true, a is false if all clauses in its de nition support a to be false, and a is unknown when none of these clauses supports a to be true but at least one of them supports a to be unknown. Since one of these cases must hold, the clause a _ ua _ na must be satis ed in the well-supported model.
It is worth noticing that if a proposition a is not de ned in P (it does not appear in the head of any clause in P) then there is no support for it to be true or unknown and therefore it is taken to be false.
De nition 4.6 (3S{transformation)
Let P be an edlp. 2. The 3S{transformation P 3S of P is obtained by applying the 3S{trans-formation to each proposition in the language of P.
The number of clauses in P 3S is, in general, exponential on the number of clauses in P since all possible supports for each truth value of a proposition in L are considered.
As noted before, the 3S{transformation requires that each proposition a assumes a truth value. However, it may be the case that, say, a and ua are both true in P 3S . Since this is clearly undesirable, we impose a set of denial rules on the models of P 3S to eliminate such possibilities.
De nition 4.7 (Denial rules IC P ) Let P be a disjunctive logic program and let IC P denote the following set of denial rules: IC P = f( a; ua; ( a; na; ( ua; na : a 2 L ? ft; u; fgg:
An interpretation I of P 3S is any subset ofL satisfying the denial rules IC P . I + ; I ? and I u denote respectively the positive, the negative and the uncertain parts of I, i.e., I + = fa 2 L : a 2 Ig, I ? = fa 2 L : na 2 Ig and I u = fa 2 L : ua 2 Ig. I 3 denote the 3-valued interpretation hI + ; I ? i. We make precise now the notion of (minimal) 2-valued models of P 3S .
De nition 4.8 (2-valued models of P 3S ) 1 . A 2-valued model of P 3S is a subset M ofL satisfying all clauses in the program and the constraints in C M .
2. Let M and N be 2-valued models of P 3S . We say that M N i M + N + and N ? M ? .
A 3-valued interpretation J of P can be transformed into a 2-valued interpretation J 2 of P 3S by de ning J 2 = J + fua : a 2 J u g fna : a 2 J ? g. The set of minimal 2-valued models of P 3S (denoted by M ICP P 3S ) is closely related to the set of 3-valued stable models of P, as the following examples show. Notice, however that the sets of constraints on M 1 and on M 2 are unsatis able since fa > b; b > ag is not a partial order. Therefore, M ICP P 3S = ffna; nb; cgg which corresponds to the unique 3-valued stable (and hence well-founded) model of P, namely fhfcg; fa; bgig.
Indeed, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the minimal models of the constrained logic program P 3S and the 3-valued well-supported (and hence partial stable) models P as the following theorem shows. Hence, M 2 is a model of P 3S . It remains to be shown that M 2 is a minimal model of P 3S . Suppose, by way of contradiction, that there is some N 2 M ICP P 3S such that N is smaller than M 2 . It is straightforward to check that N 3 is a 3-valued model of P and that N 3 t M. This yields a contradiction since M is a t -minimal 3-valued model of P due to Proposition 2.1 together with the assumption that M is a well-supported (and hence, partial stable) model of P. Proof: This follows immediately from Theorems 3.5 and 4.1
Computing Minimal 2-valued Models of P 3S
In this section we give an algorithm to construct the minimal models of P 3S and show how to check which of those models satisfy the constraints in the program. We start by noticing that P 3S contains two types of clauses: Horn clauses and disjunctive facts. Let P 3S H and P 3S D denote the subsets of P 3S containing respectively the Horn clauses and the disjunctive facts in P.
An approach to compute the minimal2-valued models of P 3S is the following: we start with the empty interpretation and apply an immediate consequence operator to P 3S H until a xpoint I is reached. If I satis es all the clauses in P 3S D we are done. Otherwise, we select one clause a _ ua _ na 2 P 3S D that is not satis ed by I and split I into three interpretations: I fag, I fuag, and I fnag. For each such interpretation we apply again the immediate consequence operator with respect to P 3S H to nd a revised xed point, which is tested to determine if it models P 3S D . If it does, we are done and if not, we repeat the process until all interpretations obtained satisfy every disjunction in P 3S D . If at any point during this process an interpretation inconsistent with the set of denial rules IC P is reached, then that interpretation is thrown away. At the end of the process, we check which of the resulting interpretations satisfy their own set of constraints. We detail now instruction 6 to show how the set of constraints C I associated with an interpretation I can be computed simultaneously to the iterations of the xpoint operator. D g IC P = f( x; ux; ( x; nx; ( ux; nx : x 2 fa; bgg We start with the empty interpretation I = fg. Since the Horn part of P 3S has no facts, the empty set is the xed point obtained for I. We then select a_ua_na from P 3S D , which is not satis ed by I and form three interpretations, as shown by the rst level of the tree of Figure 2 . We nd the xpoint for I 1 = fag with respect to P 3S
H to obtain nb (on the second level of the tree). The interpretation I 0 1 = fa; nbg now satis es all the clauses in P 3S . The same is done for I 2 = fuag and for I 3 = fnag to obtain ub and b respectively. I 0 2 = fua; ubg and I 0 3 = fna; bg satisfy all clauses in P 3S . Notice that the three interpretations satisfy the denial rules IC P and they are t -incomparable so each of them is t -minimal. Finally, each of them satis es the associated set of constraints: The algorithm in Figure 1 constructs every minimal model of P 3S and hence, in the worst case, runs in exponential time on the size of P 3S .
. X X X X X X X X X X X . X X X X XX A global improvement to the process of computing the partial stable models of P is to partition P into several connected components using the notion of semi-strati cation described in FLMS93] and to apply the 3S{transformation and the algorithm in Figure 1 Figure 3 shows that every interpretation obtained during the computation of the minimal 2-valued models of P 3S is inconsistent with respect to the denial rules IC P . Then M ICP P 3S = fg and consequently 3-STABLE(P ) = fg.
Conclusions
We have provided an e ective procedure that computes the partial stable models of an edlp. We have shown that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the partial stable models of an edlp and the minimal models of a constrained edlp free of negation-by-default (or equivalently, the well-supported models of an edlp free of negation-by-default). Strictly speaking, this implies that the use of negation-by-default under the interpretation of the partial stable model semantic does not increase the expressive power of constrained positive programs. The same observation is applicable to the (total) stable model and the well-founded semantics since these semantics are easily derived from the set of partial stable models of the program. Nevertheless, the presence of the negation-by-default operator is undoubtly useful in the sense that it allows us to write concise programs independent of the number of truth values being considered.
The procedure presented here to compute the 3-valued stable models of an edlp is based on case analysis. An implementation of that procedure has been completed and we expect to experiment with it. We believe that the approach can be adapted to compute the 2-valued as well as the 4-valued stable models Fit93] of the program. We plan to investigate these topics.
